Celebrity News: Beyoncé Gives
Death
Stare
As
Warriors
Owner’s Wife Talks to Jay-Z
By Katie Sotack
In celebrity news, basketball wasn’t the only competition at
the NBA Finals this year. According to UsMagazine.com, Beyoncé
was caught giving a death stare to Nicole Lacob, the Golden
State Warriors majority owner’s wife. Lacob invaded Yoncé’s
personal space by closely chatting with Bey’s husband, Jay-Z.
The Beyhive rushed to defend Beyoncé, particularly sensitive
to the subject matter after her 2016 album Lemonade, which
narrated Beyoncé’s struggle after Jay-Z cheated.

In celebrity news, even Beyoncé
isn’t immune to jealousy. What are
some ways to deal with jealousy in
a relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s natural to feel territorial in a relationship, but if you
can’t keep it in check, it becomes a problem. Turning your
jealousy into a productive catalyst in your relationship is
entirely possible. Here’s some way to turn your jealousy into
a strength:
1. Communicate your concerns: talking to your partner about
what’s been bothering you, without accusing them, can strength
the relationship. It has the added benefit of making your

significant other aware of your sensitivities and may limit
their time with the individual inspiring your green eyed
monster.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Kim Kardashian & Kanye West
Celebrate Anniversary With Low-Key Dinner
2. Be the bigger person: Stay secure in your relationship. If
your partner’s the one for you, they’d never hurt you by
having an affair, emotional or physical. Keep your chin up and
show your partner that sexy confidence.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Priyanka Chopra Jonas
Admits She Judged Nick Jonas At First
3. Make special time for your relationship: Sometimes jealousy
doesn’t come from an outside offender, but what your
relationship is lacking. Consider what’s bothering you in your
relationship and go about making a positive change.
Jealousy is tough to deal with. What’s your best way of
beating the green eyed monster? Share in the comments below.

